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How can Deloitte help?

IDEATE AND PRIORITIZE
Select the areas to be improved with 5G use cases, ideating, 

identifying and prioritizing the top 5G use case opportunities

DEVELOP THE 

BUSINESS CASE

Formulate the operational benefits of the 5G use case(s) 

defined and associated business case value proposition

DESIGN TECH 

REQUIREMENTS

Define and design use case technical solution architecture and requirements, 

considering deployment strategies and application requirements

BUILD AND EVALUATE
Start with a PoC first to monitor and evaluate the 5G use case(s) 

performance and then proceed with global rollout

OPERATE AND MAINTAIN 
Define overall governance, operating model and 

procedures to ensure the sustainability in BAU 

We translate business and industry needs into technical requirements delivering value added E2E 5G 

solutions that lead to meaningful business outcomes.

5G use cases achievements and predictions

88% of providers are researching, planning, piloting 

or remotely monitoring patients with IoT

66% of healthcare providers are on track 

for the development of telehealth programs

By 2024 20% of consumers used tech to measure 

and share medical data with their providers

10ms latency allows remote driving
to deliver first aid and drugs

AR/VR training and therapeutics
Clinical data collection and 

diagnostic screening equipment

Telemedicine mobile 
health worker

Smart hospital 
in-campus connectivity

Remote Diagnostics and 
Monitoring / Mobile 

device-based chronic care 
management

Smart room/home aging in 
place and medical adherence 

monitoring

Remote 
robotic surgery

Connected ambulances 
& paramedic equipmentHealth Care 

5G Use Cases

Ultra low latency will demand 

high network performance, 

bringing connected 

ambulances, remote surgery 

and AR/VR to the reality of the 

healthcare industry.

uRRLC

Connected hospital home 

devices, applications and 

robots, will increase battery 

life for the equipment's, 

and connect thousands of 

devices in a health system.

mMTC

It is the first step in 5G deployment, allowing high bandwidth 

for monitoring applications, diagnosis, imaging, clinical data screen, 

telemedicine, virtual peer consult etc.
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